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An inhomogeneous integral equation for the triplet structure
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The inhomogeneous integral equation proposed by Attard for the study of triplet correlations@J.
Chem. Phys.91, 3072~1989!# has been generalized to multicomponent systems. Defining one of the
particles of a triplet as the source of an external field, the three particle distribution functions for the
mixture are calculated using the inhomogeneous Ornstein–Zernike equation, an approximate
closure relation and the Triezenberg–Zwanzig relation. The proposed theory performs satisfactorily
for asymmetric mixtures of Lennard–Jones fluids for which other approximations at the two particle
level tend to be rather inaccurate. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The crucial role of triplet correlations has already be
evidenced in several aspects of simple fluids. For insta
triplet correlations have been used in the characterizatio
the fluid structure in systems like water, for which the p
distribution functions do not provide enough information.1 It
also plays an important role in the freezing transition
liquids2 or in the critical behavior of adsorbed fluids.3 In this
context, it would be desirable to devise three body theo
for mixtures, since the difference in size of the compone
of the mixture might result on interesting features in t
triplet correlation functions. An attempt to address this pro
lem has been very recently performed by the authors in
laboration with Kahl4 by extending the theory of Barra
Hansen, and Pastore~BHP!2 to the multicomponent case
The problem in itself presented formidable technical diffic
ties and serious convergence problems in certain conditi
in particular for high densities and pronounced size asym
tries. This, and the fact that Bildstein and Kahl5 showed that
Attard’s inhomogeneous integral equation approach6 pro-
vided better triplet correlations for simple systems, promp
us to formulate the extension to mixtures of the latter the
to multicomponent systems. Attard’s original formulatio
dates back to the late eighties.6 Until then, the study of in-
homogeneous integral equations7,8 had mostly focused in
confined fluids, interfaces, wetting transitions or in gene
surface phenomena. Attard extended the inhomogene
Ornstein–Zernike~IOZ! integral equation theory to the stud
of triplet correlation functions exploiting Percus’ source p
ticle method.9 Considering one of the particles of a give
triplet as the source of an external field, one can use the
formalism to provide a fairly complete structural charact
ization of the fluid in terms of two and three particle corr
lations.
3560021-9606/2001/114(8)/3562/8/$18.00
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The external potential stemming from the source parti
generates an inhomogeneous density profile which may
related to the pair correlation functions. These two quanti
can be linked either by the first member of the Yvon–Bor
Green~YBG! hierarchy,10 or by the Triezenberg–Zwanzig–
Wertheim–Lovett–Mou–Buff ~TZWLMB !11,8 equation.
Aside from the density profile, a closure relation is needed
complement the OZ relations. In the present contribution t
closures will be used: the hypernetted chain approxima
~HNC! and the hybrid HMSA closure~hybrid mean spherica
approximation! proposed by Zerah and Hansen12 which
implements a certain degree of thermodynamic consiste
Additionally, in this article we will particularly focus on the
performance of the approximation to estimate two body c
relations. The fact that the same closure relations when
plied at the three particle level yield considerably better
sults has been well established for hard sphere fluids,5,6,13

Lennard-Jones systems,14,15 and very recently in glass form
ing liquids interacting through Dzugutov’s potential.16

It is important to recall that in this kind of approach th
choice of the source particle in a triplet conditions the resu
for the correlation functions, since in principle the positio
of the particles are not necessarily equivalent. The effect
this drawback in simple systems have been descri
elsewhere.14 Our goal here will be to assess to what exte
this feature may affect a system in which different spec
are present.

We will see that the source particle method can
straightforwardly extended to multicomponent systems. O
viously now there will be several sets of coupled integ
equations formed by OZ relations with their correspond
closures plus the TZWLMB equations. Different types
source particles will have to be defined in order to evalu
2 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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3563J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 8, 22 February 2001 Triplet structure of binary mixtures
the various distribution functions involved, and special att
tion will have to be paid to the inconsistencies resulting fro
this choice for a given configuration. The equations thus f
mulated have been solved in this work for two asymme
additive Lennard-Jones mixtures, one with size ra
saa /sbb50.8 and the other with a more demanding ratio
0.5. The results of the inhomogeneous HNC and HMSA c
sure combined with the TZWLMB equation turn out to be
good agreement with the simulation results. Especially in
most asymmetric case, these approaches clearly outper
the more sophisticated self-consistent HMSA approximat
at the two particle level.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the n
section the theory of Attard is generalized to the multico
ponent case and details on the method used to solve
coupled integral equations are introduced. In Sec. III res
for pair and triplet distribution functions are presented a
discussed.

II. THE THEORY

A. The formalism

1. The inhomogeneous integral equation

The IOZ equation in a mixture ofn components (m,
n, . . .! relates the pair total correlation functionhmng

(2) (r1 ,r2)
to the pair direct correlation functioncmng

(2) (r1 ,r2),

hmng
(2) ~r 1 ,r 2 ,u12!5cmng

(2) ~r 1 ,r 2 ,u12!1 (
l51

n E dr4 rlg~r 4!

3cmlg
(2) ~r 1 ,r 4 ,u14!hlng

(2) ~r 4 ,r 2 ,u42!. ~1!

Particlesm and n are those with corresponding coord
natesr1 andr2, and the third particleg, located at the origin
of the triplet, represents the source of the inhomogeneit
the system, being cosuij5r ir j /r i r j . This source particle
does not appear explicitly in the notation used in oth
works,15,14but has been included in the present treatment
the sake of clarity since, in contrast with the simple flu
case, in mixtures the identity of the source may change
has therefore to be specified. Hence, in what follows,
underlined subindex will always refer to the source partic

In a mixture of n components there aren23(n11)/2
equations like Eq.~1!, relating then23(n11)/2 independent
f mng

(2) (r1 ,r2) inhomogeneous pair functions. The fact that t
system is axially symmetric makes it amenable to be L
endre transformed6,14 in order to eliminate the angular de
pendence, and accordingly Eq.~1! reduces to

ĥm
mng

~r 1 ,r 2!5 ĉm
mng

~r 1 ,r 2!1
4p

2m11 (
l51

n E dr4 r 4
2

3rlg~r 4!ĉm
mlg

~r 1 ,r 4!ĥm
lng

~r 4 ,r 2!. ~2!

Here the hatted quantities represent the expansion c
ficients of the Legendre transforms of the corresponding
homogeneous pair functions.

For a mixture of two componentsa andb one explicitly
has six equations like Eq.~1!, namely
Downloaded 20 Jun 2001 to 147.96.5.17. Redistribution subject to AIP
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haaa
(2) ~r 1 ,r 2 ,u12!5caaa

(2) ~r 1 ,r 2 ,u12!

1E dr4 raa~r 4!caaa
(2) ~r 1 ,r 4 ,u14!

3haaa
(2) ~r 4 ,r 2 ,u42!1E dr4 rba~r 4!

3caba
(2) ~r 1 ,r 4 ,u14!hbaa

(2) ~r 4 ,r 2 ,u42!, ~3!

hbba
(2) ~r 1 ,r 2 ,u12!5cbba

(2) ~r 1 ,r 2 ,u12!

1E dr4 raa~r 4!cbaa
(2) ~r 1 ,r 4 ,u14!

3haba
(2) ~r 4 ,r 2 ,u42!1E dr4 rba~r 4!

3cbba
(2) ~r 1 ,r 4 ,u14!hbba

(2) ~r 4 ,r 2 ,u42!, ~4!

haba
(2) ~r 1 ,r 2 ,u12!5caba

(2) ~r 1 ,r 2 ,u12!

1E dr4 raa~r 4!caaa
(2) ~r 1 ,r 4 ,u14!

3haba
(2) ~r 4 ,r 2 ,u42!1E dr4 rba~r 4!

3caba
(2) ~r 1 ,r 4 ,u14!hbba

(2) ~r 4 ,r 2 ,u42!, ~5!

and a corresponding set of equations withb taken as source
particle.

Equation ~1! has three sets of unknowns
hmng

(2) (r 1 ,r 2 ,u12), cmng
(2) (r 1 ,r 2 ,u12), and the density profile

rlg(r ). Hence two more equations are needed: an appr
mate closure relation and an expression linking the den
profile with the two particle functions. In the present form
lation the density profiles are proportional to the homog
neous pair distribution function according tormg(r )
5rmgmg(r ).

2. The closure relation

The closure relates the interaction potentialvmn(r 12) to
the pair correlation functions, and its exact expression
our inhomogeneous mixture in the source particle appro
is

gmng
(2) ~r 1 ,r 2 ,u12!5exp$2bvmn~r 12!1hmng

(2) ~r 1 ,r 2 ,u12!

2cmng
(2) ~r 1 ,r 2 ,u12!1Bmng~r 1 ,r 2 ,u12!%,

~6!

where b51/KBT is the inverse temperature andr 125(r 1
2

1r 2
222r 1r 2 cosu12)

1/2. Bmng is the bridge function which
can be written as a sum over elementary diagrams, bu
practice has to be approximated in various ways. Thus, w
setting B50 one obtains the hypernetted chain equat
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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~HNC! which is well suited for long-range potential
Another possibility is to use a reference system brid
function—e.g., that of a hard-sphere fluid—to construc
reference hypernetted chain equation~RHNC!,17 but for the
present problem is yet unclear what the appropriate refere
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system should be. A rather efficient alternative is the o
proposed by Zerah and Hansen12 with the HMSA which con-
tinuously interpolates between the HNC and the soft c
mean spherical approximation~SMSA!. For the inhomoge-
neous mixture case the HMSA reads
gmng
(2) ~r 1 ,r 2 ,u12!5exp$2bv1

mn~r 12!%S 12
exp$ f ~r 12!@hmng

(2) ~r 1 ,r 2 ,u12!2cmng
(2) ~r 1 ,r 2 ,u12!2bv2

mn~r 12!#%21

f ~r 12!
D , ~7!
e

-

n

ral
the
where f (r 12)512exp(2ar12) is the interpolating function
and the potentialvmn(r 12) is split into a soft core repulsion
v1

mn and an attractive tailv2
mn following the criterion intro-

duced by Weeks and co-workers.18 For uniform fluids the
parametera is determined by consistency considerations,
quiring that the pressure calculated from the fluctuation th
rem and the virial equation be in accordance. In the pres
instance this is impractical given the difficulty to obtain go
estimates for the bulk compressibility from the IOZ.14 There-
fore, following Ref. 8 we have used the same parametea
obtained for the homogeneous fluid subject to the same t
modynamic conditions. Note that whena→0 the SMSA
is recovered, anda→` reduces Eq.~7! to the HNC
approximation. In a multicomponent system ofn species
n3(n11)/2 independent relations like Eq.~7! appear.

In this work we will use both the HNC and HMSA at th
two particle level in the closure relation to generate b
system estimates. The same approximations will be use
the three particle level within the framework of the IO
equation and will be denoted by HNC3 and HMSA3.

3. The density profile

For inhomogeneous systems the equilibrium density
no longer translationally invariant and an expression of
density profile connecting the density distribution to the p
correlation function is needed. There are several equat
that can be used, and following the original ideas of Atta
we focus here on the TZWLMB8,11 relation

¹r~r1!52br~r1!¹V~r1!

2br~r1!E dr2r~r2!h~r1 ,r2!¹V~r2!, ~8!

whereV(r ) represents the external potential induced by
source. In our specific problem, being the source one of
particles of the system,V(r ) is simply the intermolecular
potential and, as mentioned before, the density profile is p
portional to the homogeneous pair distribution functio
Once the gradient in Eq.~8! has been projected, the remai
ing integral equation can be solved making use of the bou
ary condition r(r `)→rbulk . For multicomponent system
the solution of Eq.~8! reads
-
-

nt
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rmg
(2)~r 1!5rm expH 2bvmg~r 1!2 È r 4p

3
bF (

l51

n E
0

`

dr2 r 2
2

3rlg~r 2!ĥ1
mlg

~r 1 ,r 2!
dvlg~r 2!

dr2
Gdr1J . ~9!

In principlen2 expressions like Eq.~9! can be written in
a mixture ofn components. The density profile~9! closes the
set of Eqs.~1! and ~7!.

The bulk three particle distribution function can b
evaluated through the factorization

gmng
(3) ~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu12!5gmg~r 1!gng~r 2!gmng

(2) ~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu12!,

~10!

wheregmng
(2) (r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu12) represents the probability of find

ing particlesm and n, respectively at distancesr 1 and r 2

from the sourceg, u12 is the angle between the vectorsr1

and r2 , and gmn(r i) are the homogeneous pair distributio
functions.

FIG. 1. Pair distribution functions calculated from homogeneous integ
equations vs simulation for mixture A. The notation is explained in
legend box.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 for mixture B.

FIG. 3. Pair distribution functions for mixture A evaluated from the inh
mogeneous integral equation by means of Eq.~9!, compared with MD re-
sults. The notation is explained in the legend box.
Downloaded 20 Jun 2001 to 147.96.5.17. Redistribution subject to AIP
B. The numerical implementation

One has to solve the system of equations~1! and ~7!
together with the density profile relations~9!. It is important
to notice that each term in Eq.~1! contains functions with the
same source particle, and this decouples equations
source particlea from those with sourceb. Thus for a binary
mixture one could have two sets with Eqs.~3!–~5!, and the
corresponding set withb as a source, coupled with the
respective density profiles. Note that due to the lack of sy
metry in source particle exchanges,rab and rba are
not necessarily identical, but as will be shown later,
a good approximation we still can assumerab5rba . This
does not preclude the decoupling in two sets of Eqs.~1!,
provided that the density profile in both of them is calculat
with the same degree of accuracy.

The method used to solve each coupled system
equations is the Generalized Minimal RESidual algorith
for nonlinear systems of equations19 ~GMRESNL! previ-
ously introduced by Fries and Cosnard20 in the context of
liquid state theory. It has also been used in complex pr
lems with molecular liquids,21 in the calculation of triplet
correlations of hard-sphere mixtures within the BH
approach4 and more recently to solve the HNC3 equation
pure simple liquids.16 We refer the reader to Refs. 19 and 1

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 for mixture B.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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for a detailed exposition of the method. To improve the co
vergence stability in the calculations, a mixing iterat
algorithm22 has been adopted for both the indirect correlat
function and the density profile.

In this sort of problem the memory requirements
crease rapidly with the number of species and with the nu
ber of grid points in the discretized functions, making calc
lations quite cumbersome. A great simplification can be d
bearing in mind that a generic inhomogeneous pair func
f mmg

(2) (r 1 ,r 2 ,u12) is symmetric with respect to the variable
r 1 and r 2, regardless of the identity of the sourceg. Hence,
the dimensions of these matrices are reduced by half.

The homogeneous pair functions calculated in the H
and HMSA approximations were discretized on a grid
2048 points and mesh size 0.04s, s being the Lennard–
Jones range parameter of the smallest particle. A hard-
cutoff of 0.7s has been used to account for the strong rep
sion at small distances. The solutions of the inhomogene
system of equations~1!, ~7!, and ~9! have been obtained
using 150 grid points on the radial coordinate, and 60 an
lar nodes in the discrete Legendre transform. For
GMRESNL algorithm five search directions were used, a
the convergence in the correlation functions and the den
profile was achieved whenever the condition

FIG. 5. gaaa
(3) (r aa ,saa ,u) andGaaa(r aa ,saa ,u) for mixture A.
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A( i 51
Nd ~ f i

n112 f i
n!2

Nd21
,« ~11!

was fulfilled for everyf mng
(2) andrmg function. HereNd is the

number of grid points and n designates a given iteration.
the present problem« was set to 1023. The calculations per-
formed under these conditions required about 200 Mbyte
memory for each set of three coupled equations, which
be solved independently.

III. RESULTS

Our theory has been tested for two Lennard–Jones
nary mixtures of particlesa and b (saa,sbb). The first
case~mixture A! was previously studied by Encisoet al.23 in
terms of the RHNC equation and is characterized bysaa/
sbb50.8, rsaa

3 50.5302,xa50.5 andT* 51.0. In the other
test case~mixture B! the difference in size between the pa
ticles is increased tosaa/sbb50.5, andrsaa

3 50.1065,xa

50.25 andT* 50.85. In both casesr5ra1rb , xm5rm /r
and T* 5KBT/eaa . The interaction parameters in th
Lennard-Jones potential areeaa5eab5ebb , the Lorentz
rule is employed to definesab , andsaa is used as unit of
length.

FIG. 6. gbbb
(3) (r bb ,sbb ,u) andGbbb(r bb ,sbb ,u) for mixture B.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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In order to assess the quality of the theory, refere
simulation results were generated using canonical ensem
molecular dynamic~MD! simulations.24 Temperature was
stabilized using a Berendsen’s thermostat with a time c
stant for temperature coupling of 0.4 ps and the simulat
time step was set to 0.001 ps. The equilibration of the sys
was achieved after 53104 time steps, and around 2.53105

production time steps were employed to calculate ensem
averages on our 864 particle sample.

The IOZ equation requires an initial estimate for the
homogeneous pair functions and the density profilermg(r ).
As initial guesses, the corresponding homogeneous qu
ties obtained with HNC and HMSA homogeneous integ
equations have been used.

The homogeneous pair distribution functions obtain
with both closures are displayed in Figs. 1 and 2 for our t
test cases. The improvement of the HMSA over HNC o
the whole distance range is notorious for system A in Fig

When the size asymmetry is increased the quality of
theoretical estimates worsens, and this is particularly evid
for the poor HMSA predictions of thegaa and gab first
peaks~Fig. 2!. This shortcoming of the approximation ha
already been documented in related asymmetric mixture25

Although the HNC results present the characteristic shif
all the peak positions in this case, they are in somew
better agreement with the simulation.

FIG. 7. gbaa
(3) (r ab ,sab ,u) andGbaa(r ab ,sab ,u) for mixture A.
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As mentioned before, when the same closures are
plied at the three particle level in the IOZ equation, o
should expect an improvement14,16 on the pair correlation
functions, and indeed this can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4
which the results ofgmn for HNC3 and HMSA3 are depicted
for systems A and B. The ability of the method to impro
the two particle closures is more pronounced in the HNC
the medium range, where the shift in the peak positions
corrected, but at short distances the improvement on
HMSA results for the most asymmetric mixture is remar
able. As a whole, we can say that the HMSA3 is sligh
better than the HNC3.

Concerning the three particle distribution functions,
Figs. 5–10 we have plotted for systems A and B the
possiblegmng

(3) that appear in a mixture of two component
and compared them with Kirkwood’s superposition appro
mation ~KSA!26 and the convolution approximation~CA!.27

The lower graphs represent theG(r ,s,u) functions

Gmng~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu12!5
gmng

(3) ~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu12!

gmg~r 1!gng~r 2!gmn~r 12!

5
gmng

(2) ~r 1 ,r 2 ,cosu12!

gmn~r 12!
. ~12!

The chosen configurations represent triplets with int
particle distances corresponding to the first peaks ingmn . In

FIG. 8. gabb
(3) (r ab ,sab ,u) andGabb(r ab ,sab ,u) for mixture B.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 9. gaba
(3) (r aa ,sab ,u) andGaba(r aa ,sab ,u) for mixture B.

FIG. 10. gbab
(3) (r bb ,sab ,u) andGbab(r bb ,sab ,u) for mixture A.
Downloaded 20 Jun 2001 to 147.96.5.17. Redistribution subject to AIP
general one can observe that also here the HMSA3 prov
the best approximation to the simulation. Besides, even
those cases when this theory departs more from the MD d
it shows the same trends as the simulation over the wh
angular range. Similar observations can be found in the
erature for hard-sphere5 and Lennard-Jones one compone
fluids.14

It has already been mentioned that the interchange
particles in a triplet leads to different approximations for t
same function. Despite this, we have decoupled the sys
of equations andgab and gba have been considered as a
unique function. This assumption is obviously an approxim
tion becausegmg is proportional to the density profile o
particlesm around the sourceg, and intuitively its estimate
should be better the smaller the perturbation induced by
source particle. That is, one should expect to obtain be
results when the source particle is small. This is clearly
lustrated comparinggab and gba in Figs. 11 and 12 for
systems A and B, respectively. First of all it can be seen t
the best agreement betweengab and gba is obtained when
the size asymmetry is minimal. The same argument expla
the deviations ofgab from simulation both for HNC3 and
HMSA3 in systems A and B. Since theb particle is larger in
system B, also larger departures are to be expected.

FIG. 11. Dependence of the calculated fluid structure on the choice of
source particle, illustrated on the mixed pair distribution functionsgab

Þgba , in mixture A.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Taking into account that the HMSA closure relation
consistently better than the HNC in simple fluids, it is som
what surprising to see in Fig. 12 that the disagreement w
simulation results is larger for HMSA3 than for HNC3 whe
b is the source particle. However, we must recall that
mixing parameter in HMSA is determined for the homog
neous integral equation, which does not perform too wel
far as the peak heights are concerned, and consequ
might be inappropriate for the inhomogeneous case. In
regard, one might use this mismatch between thegmn’s to
implement a possible consistency criterion in order to sea
for a better integral equation approach.

In summary, in this work the validity of the generaliz
tion to mixtures of Attard’s theory in the study of triple
correlation functions has been investigated and assesse
comparison with reference simulation data. The theory is
good agreement with simulation results, and undoubte

FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 11 for mixture B.
Downloaded 20 Jun 2001 to 147.96.5.17. Redistribution subject to AIP
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performs better than other three body approximations
the KSA and CA.

It has also been confirmed the ability of this approxim
tion to improve the results for pair distribution functions o
tained via conventional homogeneous integral equations.
sides, the theory proves to be an efficient tool to characte
mixtures with a high asymmetry, which is one of the great
challenges for theoretical liquid state methods.

Future research directions should point to a thorou
study of more accurate closure relations, incorporating c
sistency criteria at the three particle level and to a charac
ization of the dependence of the results on the density pro
equation~TZWLMB or YBG! utilized.
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